MANIFESTO

I, Priyanka Bamne(143050097), if elected for the post of Department social secretary, will try to improve the participation from the department and will try to incorporate various social and cultural events that need less practice and great fun. For this I would like to do the following:

• Will organize some interactive session with the juniors, with help of my batchmates and will tell about various activities that happens throughout the year in the campus with the help of a simple presentation.
• Before every competition, I will try to organize some jamming sessions for the participants in order to reduce their fear and develop their interest.
• During various occasions like diwali, garba, ganpati, janamaasthmi, I will try to organize some fun activities like rangoli, diya making etc., for knowing strength of students in various fields and by which I can give help in having strong participation at the institute level competition.
• Will organize some sessions for the juniors with the help of batch mates and other secy to help them out in their academics and will try to improve junior senior interaction.
• Will organize department trips.
• Will try to give all possible events updates to the students by mails.

Credentials:-
Worked as a cultural secretary in school.
Worked as sports branch representative in college
Worked as NSO group leader at college.
Presently part of Hostel-11 council as a dance secy.